Pre-Fabricated Ramps and Stairs for Portable Classrooms (Annual Contract)
Number: 16-31
Addendum: #1
Posting Date: 10/28/2015
Closing Date: 11/03/2015 11:00 AM
The information contained in this document shall become an official part of the original document and
shall be acknowledged as noted on the Certification Form of the Solicitation document. Failure to
acknowledge receipt of an addendum may result in a status of non-responsive. Firms are encouraged to
review the contents of this document and to respond accordingly.
Clarification: This addendum is being issued to answer questions submitted for this solicitation.
1.

Where can I find more details about this Bid – the specifications/quantiles and scope of work
you are requesting? The contractor is to answer each line as per line item request that is
written in said contract.
a) The contractor is to bid each line item as listed on the Bid submittal Form.
b) Supply of Stair System including all delivery charges as a complete price.
c) Installation of Stair System to include a labor to install item listed.

2.

For item 1, 3, 5 and 7 (supply of system), is this an item price of just the product? This price
includes price of the material and delivery charge as one complete price of just the product in
question.

3.

For items 2, 4, 6, and 8 (installation of system), are you looking for a delivery and install price?
This price includes all labor to install the item listed. The delivery charge is to be included on the
install price.

4.

For item #9, how much existing material is there to move? The contractor is to remove all
material related to the job that is bid on.

5.

Since our material and our setup crew are coming from Cincinnati, Ohio, it is typically more cost
effective and competitive for us to conduct all delivery and installations at once. Is there an
option for this I can provide? There is no option for an out of town crew to do work. The
contractor is to bid the job in accordance to what is to be installed. The price given to the
SCCPSS is the price that will be used in the bid of contract. The contractor needs to include all
aspects of labor and travel in the install price.

6.

Per section 10.0 Scope of work, all ramps, and stars are to be based on a 30” threshold height
(30’ of ramp and 30” high stair), however what size landing is to be quoted for the single ramp,
single stair, and the ramp/stair combo? The contractor is to bid the contract as to the specs in
said contract. The contractor is to bid the scope of work as listed.

ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS REMAINS UNCHANGED
**End of Addendum No. 1**

